
 

About us 
Nivex is a family company, specialized in growing and exporting fruits and vegetables. 

Engineer Nabil Yacoub chairman of the company founded Nivex in 1978. 

Our vision is to be the leader of a healthy conventional and organic supply. 

Our mission is to build brand loyalty by delighting our partners with high-quality, delicious 

products. 

Global gap option II, forms the core of “Nivex’s farms” management system. 

We have proudly achieved a bRC grade a standard for our packing facilities. 

   

Quality control 
At Nivex, our promise is to have the best in class from the seed selection, through the farm’s soil 

preparation, irrigation, and fertilization until the consumer’s fork. 

The management of quality is of utmost importance, as these enables the Group to export its brands 

with confidence to the most discerning customers worldwide. With our 'in-depth' experience of 

seasonal and regional climatic variations, we are well qualified to select only top quality export 

varieties from each area in accordance with international timing requirements. 

 Using Nunhems certified metal detectors, weight checks and Aweta seizer lines allow us to 

eliminate the risk of CCPs attached to a lot of the products. 

We rely on local and international expertise, quality system and qualified management to maintain 

our edge and exceed customer’s expectation. 

Nivex Cargo delivers a safe transportation tool that guarantees a successful non-hazardous cold 

chain. 

 

 
 

 



 

What We Do 
Nivex is an agriculture company with more than 4,000 dedicated employees with a focus on 

making a balanced meal accessible to everyone. 

Our core mission is global supply of grains and feed ingredients. Our clients have also access to a 

range of services that could proof useful to making their feed operations successful. For every need, 

we put our best efforts to provide efficiently. 

Working closely with our clients, we seek to pinpoint key challenges facing our customers. Many 

of our services have been refined and developed by learning from and building upon such 

experiences. Our committed, passionate and devoted team is open to developing new projects and 

ensuring the very best. 

 

Global Efforts 
For over three decades, we have punctually and reliably supplied Europe with certified fruits and 

vegetables of only the best in class 

Due to our knowledge and experience acquired over the last decades, Nivex has grown into a cost-

effective and a main market player. It has proved unparalleled in quality control, competitive prices 

and steady supply. 

Our farms are located in diverse places in Egypt to guarantee the best climate and continuous 

supply to our loyal clients and partners. 

Our world’s food system is a balance of farmers, 

grocers and companies who work together to 

provide fresh foods year round. In the next 50 

years, our society will have to produce more food 

than it did in the past 10,000 years combined in 

order to meet the needs of nearly 2 billion more 

people. 

Nivex is a collection of food enthusiasts, mothers, innovators, botanists,  

farmers and thinkers all striving for the same thing: helping to grow  

enough food for everyone. And because we seek to do it in a way  

that helps protect the environment, everyone wins. 

Because we’re all in this together. 
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